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RPMGlobal Holdings Limited (ASX: RUL) (RPM) has today entered into a software integration agreement with
Chasm Consulting Pty Ltd (Chasm) to enable RPM and Chasm to further develop an integration between the
industry leading Chasm mine ventilation software Ventsim™, with RPM’s Underground software solutions.

Chasm Consulting’s Ventsim product is the leading underground mining ventilation software and was originally
introduced to mining operations in 1994 to help visually design, improve and optimise underground ventilation
systems. It is now licensed to over 1000 mine sites, consultants, universities, governments and research
agencies around the world.
Under the integration agreement, RPM and Chasm will collaboratively develop tight integration between
RPM’s Underground Solutions and Chasm’s Ventsim solution, allowing joint customers to quickly simulate
mine ventilation as the mine develops.
Commenting on the new software integration partnership, RPM’s CEO and Managing Director Richard
Mathews said “We are pleased to have entered into the software integration agreement and partnership with
Chasm Consulting that will allow RPM and Chasm to continue their work to develop the integration between
our market leading solutions”

“With over 1000 customers of the Ventsim solution, they are clearly the industry leader in underground mine
ventilation and we look forward to furthering the integration of our respective products to deliver real value to
our underground mining customers.”

For further information please contact:
James O’Neill
Company Secretary
+61 7 3100 7200
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About RPMGlobal – www.rpmglobal.com

RPMGlobal Holdings Limited (ASX: RUL) [RPM] is a global leader in the provision and development of mining
software solutions, advisory services and professional development. With history stretching back to 1968,
RPM’s experienced global team are the largest publicly traded independent group of technical experts in the
world.

Listed on the Australian Securities Exchange on 27 May 2008, RPM is a global leader in the provision of
software solutions, advisory consulting and professional development solutions to the mining industry. We
have global expertise achieved through our work in over 118 countries and our approach to the business of
mining is strongly grounded in economic principles.
About Chasm Consulting – http://www.ventsim.com
Chasm Consulting specialises in software solutions for the mining industry. Chasm Consulting is the developer
and provider of the popular CSafe™, Ventsim Visual™ and Pumpsim™ products. Ventsim™ was originally
introduced to mining operations in 1994 to help visually design, improve and optimise underground ventilation
systems. It is now licensed to over 1000 mine sites, consultants, universities, governments and research
agencies around the world. The new Ventsim Visual™ ventilation software was released in 2009 and offers a
graphically rich and dynamic ventilation environment with many more features.

